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AWS Cloud Backup as a Service: Ensu-
ring the Best Protection for Your Data
––
Data represent today‘s most valuable asset. Data loss due to ransomware, accidental deletion, or na-
tural disasters such as fires and floods can cripple organizations and cause financial as well as organiza-
tional difficulties. Therefore, your valuable data require secure backup. AWS Cloud Backup as a service 
provides flexible and scalable backup storage that will protect your data in a cost-effective manner.

What does our service look like?
–– 

 − Technical workshop (on-site or online) on the topics of storage in the cloud, 
cloud connectivity, hybrid cloud, and data protection

 − Joint development of a target design and creation of a backup concept
 − Creation, configuration, and implementation of AWS cloud storage using 

Commvault or Veeam
 − Migration from physical to virtual tape drives in AWS (VTL)

Modern backup infrastructures require serious planning. Our experienced cloud experts can support you in the imple-
mentation, configuration, and operation of a secure hybrid backup infrastructure. This will enable you to back up your 
sensitive data, archive it and restore it in case of an emergency.
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Contact
–– 
Marc Zimmermann
Strategic Sales Consulting
marc.zimmermann@umb.ch
+41 52 723 47 03
www.umb.ch

Does this sound 
interesting? Contact us!
––
We will be happy to answer your questions about AWS 
Cloud Backup as a service.

Your advantages:
–– 

 − AWS Cloud Backup as a service will give you more time to focus on your core business
 − Your valuable data is in a safe place in the AWS cloud
 − You will only be charged for actual read & write access as well as storage volumes used.
 − Automatic scaling of cloud storage without any need for you to take care of it
 − Implementation of the solution into an already existing backup infrastructure
 − Optional: Operation and management on the UMB AWS Tenant is possible


